
IDEOLOGICAL DEBATE SUMMED UP 

(Reply to some of the issues which "ultras" in the 
CPI (M) raised, in course of the discussion on the Draft 
-on "Ideological issues".)

INTRODUCTION 

The Central Committee organised an inner-party dis
-eussion on the ideological issues and called a plenum to 
take a final decision not just' to have some theoretical 
.satisfaction but because a correct understanding of these 
.issues has a vital bearing on the conduct of the revolution
ary movement in each country including our own. 

The understanding of the epoch is connected with the 
revolutionary possibilit'ies of the world movement, the 
nearness of the success of the national liberation move
ments, and therefore with the immediate tactics of every 
Party in the world including its assessment of the growth 
of mass consciousness. 

The policies pursued and propagated by the ruling 
parties of the socialist countries, their deeds and actions 
have again a vital bearing on helping the world revolu
tionary movement forward, of checkmating imperialism, 
the common foe. These countries are the base of world 
revolution and any weakness in them leads to sabotage of 
the world revolutionary movement. 

Thus a wrong understanding of the policy of peaceful 
.coexistence by a socialist state, extending it to class 
struggles in different countries or the national liberat'ion 

struggles, leads to the direct sabotage of these struggles, 
to failure to oppose imperialism and liquidation of the revo
lutionary possibilities of the period. 

Illusions that war can be prevented for all time even 
with imperialism in existence, leads to the disbandment of 
the struggles against imperialist war preparations, and 
fosters facile ideas about maintenance of peace, leads to 
exclusive stress on negotiations on the question of disarma-
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ment, nuclear war, etc. With a socialist state spreading: 
such illusions the struggle against American imperialism 
in a country like India gets disorganised. The capitalist 

press already praising · America as a democracy, gets an 
added argument to confuse the masses and blunt the edge 
of opposition to the USA. Thus the weakness spreads 
from the base to the periphery and the people in the fight..: 
ing line are either abandoned to their own fate or become 
captives of the illusion and withdraw their struggle. 

Similarly the propagation of the idea that peaceful 
transition to socialism is the general law of the present 

epoch, one-sided emphasis on this possibility instead of 
recognising the truth that the ruling classes never 
relinquish power peacefully, once more disbands the revo
lutionary consciousness and spreads illusions about the 
parliamentary path to socialism. It is not accidental that 
following this revisionist conception promulgated at' the 
20th Congress of the CPSU the . majority of the world's 
Communist Parties have accepted the parliamentary path 

and our own party-united party-had become its victim. 
Again the assessment of Stalin has a vital bearing on 

the conduct and understanding of the Co�munist Parties 
in their"' struggle. His life was associated with the develop
ment of the dictatorship of the proletariat, the building of • 
socialism in t'he USSR, with the assertion of Leninism as 
the Marxism of the present period, with the assertion of 
the Leninist concept of the Party, the relations of the 
national liberation movement with the proletarian move
ment, the problem of nationalities, etc. If this entire 
teaching is refuted, the parties will land themselves in the 
grossest type of revisionism and this is just what is 
happening because of the CPSU's denunciation of Stalin. 

Similarly the CPSU's slogans about people's state, party 
of the whole people and profit "incentives 1itally undermine 
the base of world revolution-the socialist camp-leading 
to fears of counter-revolution if these are unchecked. 
These slogans arising out of an alien outlook associated 
with rise of such elements once more endanger the progress 
of the revqlut'ionary movement. 

And finally out of this arises the supreme necessity to 
fight for the principled unity of the international move-
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